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introduction
The Britvic Soft Drinks Report provides a look
back at how the UK soft drinks market performed
in 2011 within both the take-home and on-premise
channels.
The report is based on independent data and insight.
The take-home data (supplied by Nielsen) represents
grocery, as well as convenience and impulse stores.
some commentary on cash and carry, delivered grocery
wholesalers and delivered foodservice has been added
to the impulse section of the take-home overview
to give a picture of those areas. The on-premise data
represents pubs and clubs (supplied by CgA). some
commentary on hotels and restaurants and leisure
outlets has been added to the on-premise overview
to give a picture of those areas.
This report’s take-home data read cannot be compared
to last year because Nielsen has made a change
to its analysis. The on-premise data cannot be directly
compared to last year’s report either, due to this year’s
data being supplied to a period later than last year.
In addition to this, there has been a data rework applied
to the mixer and pure juice categories, in line with
CgA’s continual improvement programme which
also affects the data.

the 2011 story

overview
With unemployment reaching a 17 year high and
consumer confidence levels remaining low, the UK’s
shoppers maintained the recessionary spending habits
they’d developed over the last few years: searching for the
best buys and cutting back on out-of-home entertainment.
They also had to contend with rises in VAT and higher commodity
costs, which combined to push up prices of food and drink.
Despite this, soft drinks kept their place on people’s shopping lists
and remained among the top three beverage categories for social
occasions. Total sales of soft drinks saw a value increase of 4%
to £9.7bn, with a volume increase of 1%.
However, once again, it was a tale of two channels. The economic
barriers to spending tended to be higher in the on-trade than
for take-home. Value fell 1% to £2.7bn in the on-premise
channel and volume was down 4%. It was a different story
for take-home. Retailers had to work harder for their share of
shoppers’ grocery budgets with more and better promotions.
But the strategy paid off – sales in take-home grew 7% by
value to £7bn, with volume increasing by a modest 1%.

£9.7bn
total sales of soft drinks,
a value increase of 4%
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the 2011 story

at a glance
It was another busy and challenging year
for soft drinks manufacturers. Despite the
ongoing economic uncertainty and raft of
new legislation, regulation and voluntary
initiatives, soft drinks companies continued
to innovate, with new products and new
pack formats to appeal to consumers.
The year got off to a fizzing start when CCE
launched the sugar-free Relentless Libertus.
It has just 20 calories per 500ml can, with the
same flavour, caffeine, taurine, and B vitamin
content as Relentless Origin.
In February, Tropicana brought still lemonade to
the pure juice shelves for the first time. Tropicana
Pure Premium Lemonades are made from 100%
natural fruit juice, with no added sugar or water.
The same month, Britvic introduced Robinsons Fruit
Shoot Hydro, aimed at children aged 6-10. Made
from spring water with a hint of natural fruit flavour,
the Hydro range gives youngsters a tasty and
refreshing drink without added sugar, artificial colours
and flavourings. Britvic also had the answer for
consumers seeking an on-the-go energy boost in
the form of the 440ml can for its Mountain Dew
Energy drinks.
March saw the launch of the government’s Public
Health Responsibility Deal, an initiative which aims
to tap into the potential for businesses and other
organisations to improve public health. A number
of soft drinks companies have committed to take
action through a series of pledges covering food,
alcohol, physical activity and health at work.
Also in March, entrepreneur Levi Roots, together
with Vimto, brought a touch of the Caribbean to
the shelves with a range of exotic flavoured fruit
juices and carbonates.
The Royal Wedding coincided with a late Easter,
followed by the May Bank Holiday. These events,
supported by sunny weather, increased footfall in
the on-trade over the two weeks.
CCE brought a new addition to the energy sector
in May, in the form of Powerade Energy. It offers
an extra energy boost for consumers undertaking
intense physical activity as part of their lifestyle or
work. At the same time, the manufacturer increased
its Capri-Sun portfolio with H20+ flavoured spring
water. The drink is available in blackcurrant and
apple flavours and comes in 330ml pouches.
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In June, the first energy drink specifically aimed at
women hit the shelves. Sugar-free Rockstar Pink
from A.G. Barr gives an energy lift with just ten
calories in a sleek pink can.
Britvic broke new ground in July with Turbo Tango,
the first ever carbonated soft drink in a plastic aerosol
format. The ‘nitro-fuelled’ aerosol technology
provided a foamy blast of orange and a totally new
drinking experience for the teen market.
In August, Britvic launched Pepsi, Diet Pepsi
and Pepsi Max in 250ml multi-pack cans, giving
consumers more choice in can size for different
soft drink occasions.
Twiss and Soft Brew arrived in stores during
October. With its mix of flavours, Twiss offered a
new ‘twist’ on fruit juice, without sweeteners or
artificial colours. Soft Brew from the Juice Brewery
provided a new zero alcohol drink for the adult
market. Unlike other low or no alcohol beers, the
distilling process for Soft Brew is stopped before
the alcohol-producing fermentation process starts.
The Food Information Regulation was published in
November. It introduces some new requirements for
food labelling such as a minimum text height for legally
required labelling elements and mandatory nutrition
labelling. There will also be new requirements where
voluntary front of pack nutrition information is given.
From December steviol glycosides, more commonly
known as stevia extract, were permitted for use in
the EU as a sweetener for a number of food and
drink categories.
Britvic added a sparkle to the shelves at Christmas
with its limited edition J20 Glitter Berry. The drink
combined red grape, cherry and a hint of spice with
edible gold glitter that sparkled when the bottle
was shaken.
Work on the EU Nutrition and Health Claims
Regulation continued throughout 2011 with the
assessment of health claims which have been
submitted to be included in a list of claims which
will be permitted for specified food and drink products
sold within the EU. This list is nearing completion
and is expected to be published in 2012.

take-home

£7bn
take-home value sales
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take-home

overview
The economy continued to challenge customer loyalty
in 2011, forcing cash-strapped consumers to shop
around more in search of the best deals. Yet, despite
falling consumer confidence, the soft drinks category
remained buoyant.
With a wide choice of styles, flavours and packs to suit all tastes
and pockets, soft drinks proved to be one of the more resilient
grocery categories. In 2011, the sales value of the take-home
channel increased by 7% to reach £7bn, driven by price
increases and a rise in VAT. However, volume growth was
down from 3% to 1%.
The value performance compared well to other categories,
beating chocolate and snacks in the treat stakes. Although
consumers continued to spend prudently, they were unwilling
to compromise on soft drinks. The appearance of new ranges
and formats, such as the Pepsi 250ml cans and exotic Vimto
Levi Roots, created excitement, bringing something different
to the shelves. Retailers added to the attraction by being more
inventive and competitive with their promotions, to meet the
needs of their value-seeking customers.

+7%

take-home value sales increase
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take-home
overview continued

Cola was king once again, growing 8% by
value to £1.5bn and 4% by volume. It also
continued to attract consumers switching
from other sub-categories, particularly dairy,
juice drinks and water plus. Pure juice held
on to the number two position, increasing 4%
by value to £1.1bn, but volume was down 5%.

The survey also showed that for around 65% of
shoppers, switching to cheaper grocery brands
was an established strategy for staying within
budget. Other belt-tightening measures included
saving money on domestic fuel, buying fewer
take-away meals, spending less on clothes and
making fewer car journeys.

Third-placed glucose and stimulant drinks
continued their rapid ascent of recent years,
helped by new products and flavours. They
increased 17% by value and 14% by volume,
with a total value of £791.8m.

Shopping for groceries online is one way of saving
money on petrol. It also helps consumers to stay
within budget as they can see at a glance what
they’re spending. As such, online sales increased
by 12% in 2011 and, in the 12 weeks to December
24th, the growth accelerated to 17%. This meant
that 16% of all households bought their groceries
online during that period, representing 5% of
all grocery purchasing. In the shops, food and
drink bought for ‘Dining in at Home’ offered
consumers great value for money, where
affordable treats and luxuries could be shared
as a ‘Big Night In’ occasion.

For the second year running, cold hot drinks saw
the highest growth, up 45% by value and 24% by
volume. Driving this sub-category is Lipton Ice Tea.
A repeat of the ‘Don’t knock it ‘til you’ve tried it’
summer sampling campaign, used successfully in
2010, again helped to boost the brand’s popularity.
The water plus success story continued, with
value increasing by 10% and volume up 6%. By
comparison, plain water grew 5% by value and
2% by volume, suggesting that the promise of
extra ingredients and flavours was more likely to
whet the appetites of value-conscious shoppers.
With unemployment levels at their highest for
17 years, consumers’ concerns about their jobs
and rising food and fuel prices caused them to
exercise more caution at the check-outs generally.
According to Nielsen’s Consumer Confidence
Survey for 2011, confidence levels remained
weak, only slightly above the all-time low of
2008/09.

Consumer caution shortened the traditional
Christmas run-up. Despite the lure of price
reductions, money-off vouchers, fuel discounts
and in-store promotions during November,
shoppers actually bought less. However, in
December they let go of the reins; tills were
ringing in the grocery multiples with value
growth of 6% and sales of soft drinks rose
by 11% during this period.
As the economic outlook continues to remain
uncertain – 86% of shoppers believe that the
country is still in recession – consumer worries
about debt and job security are unlikely to go
away in 2012. As a result, value considerations will
have an increasing influence on buying choices.
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take-home
overview continued

Suppliers

The top three – CCE, Britvic and GSK – together
accounted for almost half of the total soft drinks
market. Private Label had a 22% share.
Coca-Cola was the driving force behind CCE’s
7% value growth. The company’s focus on energy
with Monster and Relentless supported this overall
growth.
Pepsi and Robinsons powered Britvic’s 5% value
increase, while Lucozade Energy provided a
boost for GSK, which gained 4% in value terms.
Red Bull’s fortunes were stimulated with a 10%
value growth, placing it sixth in the supplier league
table and Innocent increased 27% in value as it
reduced the price of its smoothies.

Brands

Once again, almost 50% of the soft drinks total
value belonged to the top ten brands. The first
and second positions in the table, occupied by
Coca-Cola and Pepsi, remained unchallenged.
Pepsi outperformed its rival, with value growth
of 10%, compared to Coca-Cola’s 7%. At 11%,
Red Bull had the highest rise in value. Fourthplaced Lucozade’s 6% value growth kept it top
of the glucose/stimulants sub-category, while
Fanta grew 9% in value.

Grocery

The economic gloom of the last few years forced
consumers to change their shopping habits.
Instead of sticking with one retailer, they used a
variety of grocery outlets; the major supermarkets
for the trolley shop and smaller local shops to
top-up on essentials. This trend continued in 2011
which meant that, for the second year running,
the impulse channel matched the grocery multiple
channel’s value growth of 7% for soft drinks.
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Impulse

Within impulse the multiples (chains with more
than ten shops) accounted for the lion’s share of
growth, up 9% by value and 5% by volume. The
small independents fared less successfully, with
value rising just 1% and volume falling by 2%.
Independents faced stiff competition as Tesco
Metro, M&S Food and Sainsbury’s Local became
ever-present on the high street.
Impulse outlets particularly took advantage of
the rise of the small basket shop by improving
their promotional offering. Smaller stores and the
larger symbols got in on the act by increasing their
branded support.
According to IGD forecasts, the grocery and
foodservice wholesaling sector has weathered the
economic storm well. The segments that make up
this sector are cash and carry, delivered grocery
wholesalers and delivered foodservice and growth
was achieved in all three. Soft drinks particularly
increased in value in all three segments by 2%,
3% and 4% respectively. An increasing focus
on price and value to meet the needs of both
customers and consumers added to its resilience.

take-home

soft drinks sub-categories
	Cola
Size matters
	Cola remained the nation’s favourite soft drink, with a 22% value share of the take-home market.
Value rose 8% to £1.5bn and volume increased by 4%. Once again, it provided the magnet for
consumers switching from other sub-categories.
	Pepsi repeated its scene-stealing performance of the previous year, with 10% value growth taking
value sales to £328.7m. Value sales of market leader Coca-Cola rose 7% to £1.1bn. The sugar
free variants of the core brands proved a popular treat for calorie-conscious consumers. Pepsi
Max ranked third on the cola league table, with volume growth of 14%, while Coke Zero was in
sixth place with a 9% volume growth.
	Britvic satisfied the needs of consumers looking for more choice in can size for different soft drink
occasions by introducing the 250ml can, across Pepsi Max, Diet Pepsi and Pepsi. Multi-packs
across the cola sub-category grew 10% by value and 6% by volume, with the eight-pack leading
the way. The 2L pack still dominated the market, with a 50% volume share, followed by 330ml
with a 30% share. However, the 330ml increased volume by 8% compared to 2% for the 2L.

	Cold Hot Drinks
Success down to a tea
	The resurgence of cold hot drinks continued in 2011, with value increasing by 45% and volumes
up 24%. It is now the fastest-growing sub-category – although from a small base. Lipton Ice
Tea, backed by its summer sampling campaign, ‘Don’t knock it ‘til you’ve tried it’, was the
market leader. 	

Dairy Drinks
A slight recovery
	Dairy drinks have struggled in recent years as the poor health of consumers’ bank balances
shifted their priorities away from physical well-being. But there was a slight recovery in 2011,
with modest value and volume increases of 3% and 1% respectively.

Fruit Flavoured Carbonates
Fizzing success
	This sub-category increased 10% by value and 4% by volume.
	Within grocery multiples, fruit flavoured carbonates grew 8% by value and 2% by volume.
The sub-category did even better in the impulse channel, increasing 14% by value
and 11% by volume.
	Fanta was up 9% by value and 5% by volume. Other brands that grew were Vimto, which
increased value by 4% and volume by 6%, and Rubicon which was up 30% by value and 17%
by volume.
	Although sub-category stalwart 7UP grew 7% by value in the grocery multiples, it lost some
ground in the independent impulse sector.
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take-home
soft drinks sub-categories continued

	Glucose/Stimulant Drinks
Energy boost
	Glucose/stimulant drinks continue to surge ahead, up 17% by value and 14% by volume.
Lucozade was the leading light in this sub-category, growing 6% by value and 4% by volume.
Red Bull was the second largest brand by volume, with 5% growth. Monster Energy grew 46%
year-on-year, becoming the sub-category’s fifth placed brand by volume. Monster Ripper and
Relentless also achieved significant growth. Mountain Dew Energy is another brand on the way
up, with value increasing 269% to £18m and volume rising 322%. New 440ml, six pack and 1L
formats, along with additional distribution and promotional support in key retailers, helped drive
this success.
	Full sugar variants vastly outperformed the low sugar versions, taking 94% of the volume share.
Original and orange were still the favourite flavours but citrus is a rising star, with volume up
326%. Singles and six packs were the most popular formats in the sub-category, with volume
increases of 17% and 19%.

	Juice Drinks
Feeling the squeeze
	Juice drinks value was up by 1% but volumes fell 1%. The downward trend was more marked
in the impulse channel where value and volumes fell by 3% and 5% respectively. Britvic J2O
outperformed the sub-category with value up by 2% and volume up by 11%.

	Lemonade
Bursting the bubble
	Despite value growth of 3%, volumes of lemonade took a hit in 2011, dropping by 4%. The
decline was across the board, but most notably in the independent impulse sector. A 6% price
rise put lemonade at a disadvantage against more attractive offers from cola and fruit carbonates.
At the same time, the average number of lines stocked went down from four to three.

	Non-fruit carbonates
Rising sales
	Once again, non-fruit carbonates were in growth, rising 5% by value and 1% by volume. The
growth was driven by the impulse channel and low calorie variants. Their value was up 5%,
compared to 8% for regular variants. Irn Bru held on to the top spot, growing 5% by value and
4% by volume to hold more than 60% of the sub-category’s market share.

	Plain Water
Staying still
	The value growth for plain water was a repeat of the previous year’s 5%, while volume increased
2%. Although Evian was the top ranked water supplier, it saw volume decline by 3%. Highland
Spring and Buxton both increased volume by 2% and 3%. Promotional activity helped the
multi-pack format increase 4% by value and 2% by volume and single servings saw 7% value
and 3% volume growth.
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take-home
soft drinks sub-categories continued

	Pure Juice
Hanging on in second
	At £1.1bn, pure juice was the second highest performing sub-category in value terms. But while it
grew value by 4%, volume fell 5%. Innocent was the leading light, growing 499% by volume and
moving from 12th to third in the rankings. A significant expansion of the range, including different
pack formats was behind the brand’s success. Conversely volume for the two largest brands,
Tropicana and Princes, fell 1% and 30%.

	Smoothies
The price is right
	Market leader Innocent relaxed its premium pricing, making its products more affordable for
cash-strapped consumers. It also replaced the 1L format with a 750ml version to reduce the
unit cost further and ran an extensive advertising campaign. The strategy helped steer the
smoothies sub-category to a 8% value increase and a 10% rise in volume.

	Sports Drinks
Gaining ground
	Sports drinks took a leap forward, gaining 4% value and 6% volume. Lucozade was the top
brand, although without the winning form of previous years. It remained level by value and
declined by 1% volume, although Lucozade Sport Lite made a strong contribution to the brand.
A greater distribution in the impulse channel powered Euroshopper to growth of 56% by value
and 57% by volume.

	Squash
Private label on the up
	With consumers tightening their purse strings further, offers were high on the list when
choosing which squash to buy. Second-ranked brand Ribena increased value by 15%
through extensive promotions – the volume sold on deal rose 10 percentage points to 78%.
	Sub-category leader Robinsons saw volume decline by 4%, as it continued its transition from
single to double concentrate.
	Overall squash was up 4% by value but lost 6% volume. Orange and apple and blackcurrant
were the most popular flavours.

Traditional Mixers
Just the tonic
	Traditional mixers have benefited from the knock-on effect of people staying in more. For the
second year running, the sub-category increased in value by 4% to £122m, while turning last
year’s 1% volume drop to a 1% increase. CCE is the largest supplier, growing ahead of the
sub-category by 6% in value terms.

	Water Plus
	More shelf space aids sales
	The sub-category continued to tick the boxes for consumers wanting water with added flavour.
Value sales rose 10% to £184m, with volume rising 6%. Increased distribution helped This Water
to value growth of 15% in the grocery multiples. Fruit Shoot Hydro, which also performed well,
benefited from a re-launch and extensive media campaign. A strong focus on distribution put
Volvic Touch of Fruit Original at the top in impulse, where it grew 38% in value and 30% in volume.
New flavours blackcurrant and goji berry and tropical citrus helped SoBe V Water to maintain its
upward momentum, growing 26% by value and 28% by volume.
9
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on-premise

£2.7bn
on-premise value sales
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on-premise

overview
Despite more sunny days and fewer pubs closing,
higher VAT and rising prices generally meant there
was no silver lining for the on-trade in 2011.
Growing concerns about the economy and job security put
further pressure on disposable income. With fewer pounds
in their pocket to spend on going out, consumers opted to
stay in more.
Rises in VAT and alcohol duty made price increases inevitable.
This widened the gap even further between on-premise and
take-home.
Of course the weather didn’t help. A cold winter was followed
by a disappointing summer. Although the two heat-waves in
spring and early autumn lifted the spirits and drove footfall, it
wasn’t enough to halt the downward trend.

-1%
decline in value sales
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on-premise
overview continued

For the soft drinks category it meant a reversal
of fortunes, transforming the previous year’s
1% value growth into a 1% fall, taking the
value to £2.7bn. Volume was also down 4%,
compared to a 3% decline in 2010. However,
soft drinks were still the second highest
category in volume terms and the third
largest by value after beer and spirits.

home. The on-premise trade reacted with food and
family orientated pubs offering strong meal deal
offers such as ‘2 for 1’ or ‘2 for £10’ and themed
nights to tempt people out of their home and
increase footfall and dwell time in outlet, whereas
the traditional ‘wet led’ outlet with a more limited
consumer offering has suffered the most in terms
of outlets closing.

Cola continued to dominate the on-premise soft
drink trade, increasing 5% in value to £1.04bn, with
volume rising by 1%. Pepsi remained the top brand,
increasing volume share to 30%. Lemonade held
on to the number two spot but the sub-category
was hit hard, dropping 11% by value and 12%
by volume.

Managed pubs, the heartland for soft drinks,
were the channel’s best performers. Many of
the establishments in this sector offer food as an
important part of their trading mix. This attracts
customers, particularly families, who want to
make an occasion of going out.

A resurgence in the popularity of spirits was good
news for mixers, which bounced back with a 4%
value increase and a 4% rise in volume. They
were also being stocked in more outlets which
raised their profile. And the ‘bomb’ trend of
mixing a spirit with an energy drink, for example
Jägermeister and Red Bull, helped to boost this
sub-category. Energy drinks enjoyed a stellar rise
in 2011, up 16% by value and 9% by volume.
Juice drinks were still popular, with increases in
value and volume of 7% and 3% but flavoured
carbonates and mineral water suffered double-digit
declines in both value and volume terms.
Overall, falling trade is changing the on-premise
landscape. More pubs called time last year,
although the average weekly closure rate slowed
to 16, compared to 29 in 2010. New openings
tended to be cafés and wine bars, which can appeal
to a broader population by adapting their offering to
suit the time of day.
With the increasing polarisation between the cost
of drinks within the on-trade versus supermarkets
and other off-licensed stores, it meant trips into the
‘trade’ tended to be more of a treat occasion, which
subsequently leads to more ‘big nights in’. Coupled
with the emergence of supermarket’s ‘meal deals’
and the growth of social gaming at home,
consumers found ever more reasons to stay at
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To sweeten the offering further, some outlets used
money-off vouchers to attract business. It may be
assumed that diners purchased drinks with their
meals, giving establishments a ‘wet’ trade they
might not otherwise have had.
In 2012, rising unemployment and falling disposable
income, together with potential increases in alcohol
duty, will continue to challenge the on-trade.
However, the Government’s National Alcohol
Strategy, currently being prepared by the
Department of Health for launch in the first half of
the year, could provide opportunities for soft drinks.
An additional Bank Holiday for the Queen’s
Diamond Jubilee, plus a long summer of sport,
should also be good for business.

Suppliers

Together Britvic and CCE accounted for almost
80% of the soft drinks market by both value and
volume. Britvic’s volume share was up 4% to 44%
and it also achieved 51% of draught soft drinks
volume. CCE had a value share of 35%, up 5%.
Britvic and CCE each out-performed the total
on-trade soft drinks market.
Collectively, other suppliers were down
significantly, 16% by value and 21% by volume.
Only Red Bull was the exception, growing 2%
by value and 1% by volume.

on-premise
overview continued

Brands

Coca-Cola grew 11% by value and 6% by volume
– but it was unable to overtake Pepsi as the
number one brand. Pepsi was up 8% by value
and 4% by volume, while Diet Pepsi maintained
third place, also growing 8%
by value and 4% by volume.
Diet Coke was in fourth place despite a value fall
of 0.3%. R Whites lemonade achieved 2% value
growth to take the fifth spot while Schweppes
lemonade value fell.
Red Bull led the energy charge, up 3% by value
and 1% by volume.

Pubs and clubs

A 2% increase in distribution of soft drinks year
on year, due to new openings, helped managed
pubs to buck the trend in the on-trade. Value
and volume rose by 7% and 3%. Cola, which
accounts for half the volume, and energy were
the most popular soft drinks in these outlets.
Non-managed pubs went the opposite way.
Soft drinks were down 3% by value and 6% by
volume, partly due to declining pub numbers.
Independent pubs fared even worse, dropping
10% by volume and 7% by value. But, on a
positive note, independent landlords have more
freedom about what they stock. This was good
news for mixers – they had the fastest growth
as more landlords added them to their bar.
Closures have hit nightclubs hard and the late
night market is switching towards circuit bars,
cafés and wine bars. Soft drinks managed to
stay afloat due to the popularity of juice drinks,
mixers and energy drinks and, increasingly, as
ingredients in cocktails.

Hotels and restaurants

Restaurants felt the effects of consumers reining
in their leisure spending and eating out less.
Soft drinks were down 3% by value and 6%
by volume, with pure juice bearing the brunt.
Lemonade had the most success, with doubledigit increases in value and volume of 19% and
14% respectively. Restaurants were the only
outlets where energy drinks lost out. They
were down 16% by value and 13% by volume,
suggesting that energy drinks are less likely to
be consumed with a meal.
In hotels the decline was less marked. Value was
down 0.1% and volumes fell by 3%. The 2% fall
in the number of hotels stocking soft drinks was
a contributing factor. Pure juice benefitted from
being stocked in nearly 600 more hotels than in
2010. Mixers also had a good year, with value
and volume up by 26% and 24%.

Leisure outlets

In the leisure and foodservice channel, which
covers fast food outlets, restaurants, coffee
shops, and canteens, Crest reported an acrossthe-board increase in ‘soft drinks incidence’.
This measures the percentage of orders or visits
that include a specific drink. The highest gains
were in fast-food outlets, and were driven by
regular cola, water and juice.
Discussions with a number of retailers would
indicate that they have seen further pressure
on consumers’ wallets and whilst soft drinks
incidence has gone up overall, there has been
some trading down and strict budgeting.

Soft drinks lost distribution in approximately
1,500 traditionally wet-led sports and social
clubs, largely due to closures, contributing to
the highest overall volume and value losses in
on-premise. Only energy drinks made headway
in these outlets, while lemonade, pure juice and
water declined heavily.
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soft drinks sub-categories
Cola
League leader
	Cola makes up more than £1bn of the soft drinks market in the on-premise. Value grew by 5%
in 2011 and the top two brands, Pepsi and Coca-Cola both increased their share of volume.
Their sugar-free variants made up the third and fourth places, although Diet Pepsi grew market
share at the expense of Diet Coke.
	Pepsi Max and Coke Zero, targeted at male consumers, showed strong growth. But this was
from a much smaller base, due to lower distribution.
	Overall, the growth of the diet brands was higher than for the full sugar ones, suggesting that
many consumers had an eye on their waistlines.

Fruit flavoured carbonates
Fizzling out
	Flavoured carbonates failed to live up to their strong performance of 2010. Instead they fell
significantly, with value and volume down 20% and 19%. Low sugar variants lost less ground
due to their wider availability in managed pubs.
	With a value drop of 16% and a volume fall of 15%, leading brand Irn Bru stayed slightly ahead
of the sub-category performance. It was hit by the downward trend in clubs and independent
pubs where it has sold well in the past.

	
Glucose/Stimulant/Sport
Energy drinks surge ahead
	Energy drinks grew in all sectors of on-premise, with Red Bull and the Monster and Relentless
ranges leading the charge. Value was up 16%, while volume rose 9%.
	Lucozade Energy, the second largest brand after Red Bull, increased value by 2% and volume
by 4%, but Lucozade Sport fell 9% in value and 8% by volume.

	
Juice Drinks
Fruitful performance
	Juice drinks returned to favour, with value and volume 7% and 3%. Britvic was the dominant
manufacturer, with 82% of all juice drinks volume, with volume growth for Fruit Shoot and
Britvic 55. Appletiser, Oasis, Capri Sun, and Feel Good all made a positive contribution to the
sub-category performance.

Lemonade
Falling flat
	Lemonade was down 11% by value and 12% by volume. The decline was across the board,
although not as steep in the managed pub sector.
	Leading brand R Whites performed better than the sub-category, increasing value by 2%
and losing just 2% volume. This was in part due to a fall in distribution in the non-managed
and independent pubs. Conversely the brand’s volume was up 5% in managed pubs.
	It was the opposite case for Schweppes lemonade, which lost 1% in both value and volume in
the managed pubs but grew in the non-managed sector, up 10% by value and 6% by volume.
Cabana lemonade grew 16% by value and 2% by volume in non-managed pubs.
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on-premise
soft drinks sub-categories continued

Traditional Mixers
Spirits lift
	The rise of spirits gave a lift to mixers, which are generally drunk together. At the same time,
mixers were available in 4% more outlets. Mixers were up 4% by value and 4% by volume.
Packaged mixers were the most popular format, accounting for 96% of the volume, but draught
mixers lost 23% volume.
CCE increased distribution, with Schweppes tonic water a key driver of volume growth.
	Ginger was a popular flavour: Britvic Ginger Ale, Canada Dry, Old Jamaica and Schweppes
Ginger Beer all performed well. Bitter lemon also saw increased demand.

Pure Juice
Squeezed out
	Pure juice felt the squeeze with value falling by 10% and volumes down 16%. But it remained
the third largest sub-category after cola and lemonade.
	The decline was felt in both draught and packaged formats. Britvic, CCE, Hartridges and J N
Nichols were all affected by the volume decline – only Gerber’s Sunpride range and Schweppes
pure juice mixers were in growth.

Squash
Rising up
	This fourth largest sub-category made a come-back, with a 3% increase in value, although
volume dropped 3%. CCE, which holds just over half of all squash volume, grew by a modest
0.02%. Britvic, the second largest manufacturer, fared better with a 7% value growth.

Water
Levelling off
	While water remained the smallest sub-category, it was no longer the worst performing in the
on-trade. The decline began to level off, with value down 10%, compared to 15% the previous
year and volume dropping 11%, as against 22% in 2010. Most of the decline was in plain water,
suggesting that consumers wanted something extra for their money.
	Highland Spring was the only supplier to grow volume, which was up 3% and value rose 1%.
San Pellegrino, Strathmore and Fruit Shoot Hydro helped A.G. Barr and Britvic to outperform
the sub-category by volume.

Source: Nielsen Scantrack, MAT 24 Dec 2011, CGA Brand
Index, Total Pubs & Clubs, MAT 52w/e 26/11/2011
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definitions/glossary

Carbonates
A drink made predominantly from carbonated
water to which juice or flavourings have been
added.

Traditional Mixers
All drinks intended to dilute an alcoholic
beverage, as well as being consumed
as a solus soft drink.

Cola
Cola-flavoured carbonated drinks, including
cola with flavours such as cherry, twist of
lemon, etc. Includes all clear and coloured
colas.

Cold Hot Drinks
Includes cold soft drinks that are tea and
coffee based such as Lipton Ice Tea.

Fruit Flavoured Carbonates
Flavours are typically orange, cherry, lime,
blackcurrant, apple, pineapple and grapefruit,
lemon, lemon and lime, tropical and other
mixed fruit flavours. Also includes Tizer,
Dr Pepper and Vimto, as these brands
now contain fruit.
Non-Fruit Carbonates
Non-fruit flavoured carbonates, excluding cola
but including the unique Irn Bru. Also includes
traditionals such as cream soda, ginger beer
and shandy.
Lemonade
All conventional clear and cloudy or
traditional, carbonated lemonade. Flavoured
with lemon juice and additional fruit flavours
to produce coloured lemonade.
Glucose and Stimulant Drinks
All ‘energy boosting’ drinks such as Red Bull
and Red Devil, normally fizzy.
Sports Drinks
Drinks that are specifically designed to replace
minerals, sugars, trace elements and fluids as
a result of exercise. Can include dilutables and
powders.
Squash
Concentrated beverage, commonly called
squash, cordial or syrup. Must be diluted
prior to consumption.
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Smoothies
Generally drinks described as smoothie,
either in brand name or as a descriptor on
the packaging. Drinks described as thickie
will also be included.
Dairy Drinks
Ready to drink milk or milk substitute to
which flavouring or juice has been added.
May consist of any type of milk regardless
of fat content.
Juice Drinks
A non-carbonated drink which generally
contains fruit juice (some may not) plus
added water or other ingredients.
Pure Juice
A non-carbonated 100% pure juice or other
juice blend with no added water or sweetener,
which may be chilled or long-life. Includes all
concentrated juices, with the exception of
frozen juice.
Plain Water
Still or sparkling water with nothing else
added.
Water Plus
Sparkling or still flavoured water, or
functional water (excluding sports water).
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Data sources
All sources are indicated in the charts
and graphs, and detailed sources are
available to all references in the text.
Source
Nielsen scantrack, MAT 24 Dec 2011,
CgA Brand Index, Total Pubs & Clubs,
MAT 52w/e 26/11/2011.
All sales figures are in £millions,
all volumes in million litres.
Producers
Britvic soft Drinks
Britvic House
Broomfield Road
Chelmsford
Essex
CM1 1TU
01245 261871
For press information call the Britvic press office on
01245 504272 or email pressoffice@britvic.co.uk Britvic
takes care of the environment by choosing pureprint®
environmental print technology. All the electricity used
in the production of this report was generated from
renewable sources and vegetable oil based inks were
used throughout. The printer is a CarbonNeutral® company
and certificated to Environmental Management system,
IsO 14001 and registered to EMAs, the Eco Management
and Audit scheme. The paper used in this production is
made from 100% recycled fibres.
Written by Lang Communications
Designed by sg Design [sg-design.co.uk]
Photography by benfisherphotography.com
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